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'Welcome To National Board Of Examination

May 11th, 2018 Flashnews Result of DNB Practical Exam December 2017 session held in March April 2018 has been declared in the specialty of Pathology Mysore Medical College Mysore Army Hospital R amp R Delhi Andhra Medical College Vishakhapatnam CMC Vellore IPGMER Kolkata Guntur Medical College Guntur PGIMER Chandigarh mand Hospital EC Kolkata KGMU'
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May 9TH, 2018 THE VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND MUNICATION ENGINEERING NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY SILCHAR IS TO BE A MODEL OF EXCELLENCE FOR UNDERGRADUATE AND POST GRADUATE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH IN THE COUNTRY
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May 9th, 2018 PLEASE NOTE The College Campuses reserve the right to • Only offer courses programmes that are justified by student numbers • Change the location venue of programme offering and or cancel
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'Directors – New Horizon College

May 7th, 2018 – A WORD FROM OUR DIRECTORS – “Success Bread Success” This Statement Should Be True For Every Educational Institution In Our Country However If We Look At The National Results Of Grade 12 Exams At The End Of 2016 It Is Clear That There Are Still
Schools Which Cannot Provide Proper Education To The Future Leaders Of The Country
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May 10th, 2018 Wele M J P Rohilkhand University was established in 1975 as an affiliating University Its status was upgraded to affiliating cum residential university in 1985 when four teaching Departments were established in the campus
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